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The stress fields of expanding (precipitation) and contracting (dissolution) hydride plates were computed
by finite element method using Zr–H solid solution and hydride properties at 25, 200 and 400 1C for fully
and semi-constrained hydride plates. For the first time simultaneous hydride expansion and matrix
contraction and vice-versa have been considered in a simulation of hydride precipitation and dissolution,
respectively. It was observed that a fully constrained expanding hydride plate exerts a tensile stress field
in the matrix close to the edge of the hydride plate while a partially contracting hydride plate exerts a
tensile stress field in the hydride plate as well as a large compressive stress in the surrounding matrix
close to the edge of the hydride plate. It is suggested that a compressive stress component in the matrix
acting normal to a partially shrinking hydride plate could possibly explain an enhanced resistance to
hydride embrittlement of Zr-alloy at elevated temperature.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Dilute zirconium alloys, by virtue of its very low neutron absorp-
tion cross-section, good corrosion resistance in aqueous medium and
adequate strength, are being extensively used as in core structural
components in Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) [1–3]. A
part of the hydrogen/deuterium evolved during service from coolant–
metal corrosion reaction is picked up by the components [4,5] and if
present in excess of terminal solid solubility (TSS) [6,7] can precipitate
out as hydride phase. Being brittle, the presence of substantial
quantities of hydrides can cause embrittlement of the host matrix
resulting in loss of ductility, impact and fracture toughness.

Both impact and fracture toughness of this alloy shows strong
influence of hydrides below 150 1C [8,9]. As is evident from Fig. 1
(a) and (b), above 150 1C, the influence of hydrides on impact [8]
and fracture toughness [9] is insignificant.

With increase in temperature, matrix ductility, solid solubility of
hydrogen in matrix and the toughness of hydride are expected to
increase. This could possibly explain the reduced susceptibility of this
alloy to hydride embrittlement at higher temperature. However, it
may be noted that the gross tensile ductility of this alloy is practically
unaffected by temperature up to 300 1C [10] and hydride of this alloy
reportedly fails in brittle manner up to 400 1C [11]. The increase in
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temperature will result in partial dissolution of hydrides, and hence
the degree of hydride embrittlement (HE) can be expected to reduce
in proportion to reduction in hydride volume fraction with increase in
temperature. However, even though TSS of hydrogen in dilute
Zr-alloys at 150 1C is about ∼7 wppm only during heating [6,7], alloys
containing few hundreds wppm of hydrogen are also immune to HE
above 150 1C. Henceweak temperature dependence of matrix ductility
and hydride toughness and reduction in hydride volume fraction with
increase in temperature cannot explain the restoration of toughness of
this alloy above 150 1C.

Usually, the test temperatures for carrying out elevated tem-
perature impact and fracture toughness tests [8,9,12–16] are
attained by heating the samples from ambient temperature to
the test temperature. The stress field of hydride is expected to
depend on whether hydride is expanding (as happens during
cooling) or contracting (as happens during heating) [17]. The stress
field of hydride in conjunction with externally applied stress field
is expected to govern the susceptibility of hydride forming metals
and alloys to hydride embrittlement. The objective of this work
was to compute the stress fields of growing and contracting
hydride plates so as to understand the role of direction of
approach of test temperature on impact and fracture behaviour
of hydride forming metals in general and Zr-alloys in particular.
2. Mechanism of transformation of α-Zr to δ-hydride

Transformation of α-Zr to δ-hydride is associated with about
17% increase in volume. Stress free transformation strain of δ-
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Fig. 1. Toughness of Zr–2.5 Nb pressure tube material as a function of test temperature measured as (a) total absorbed energy during impact tests [8] and (b) dJ/da [9].
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hydride plate with respect to α-Zr from the lattice parameters of
respective phases, was computed by Carpenter [18]. At ambient
temperature, the in-plate transformation strain was reported to be
4.58%, while the same normal to hydride plate was 7.2%. Subse-
quently using Carpenter's methodology [18], Singh et al. [19]
computed the temperature dependence of stress free transforma-
tion strains of δ-hydride plate with respect to α-Zr, which was
reported to increase with increase in temperature. Leitch and Puls
[20] attempted to understand the hysteresis associated with
terminal solid solubility of hydrogen in Zr-alloys using the accom-
modation energy of hydrides in zirconium computed by conti-
nuum based finite element method. The transformation of hydride
from matrix was achieved by assigning appropriate thermal
expansion coefficient to the region of matrix being transformed
into hydride [20]. Singh et al. [21] predicted the habit plane of δ-
hydride in α-Zr matrix using Puls' [20] methodology by minimiza-
tion of the accommodation energy with respect to orientation.
Leitch and Shi [17] computed the dependence of accommodation
energy of hydrides in α-Zr matrix assuming hydride precipitate of
different geometries. It was observed that the accommodation
energy was minimum for a partially wedge shaped and for round
hydride plates [17].

It has been reported that increase in hydrogen isotope con-
centration in Zr–H solid solution results in increase in lattice
parameters of Zr and vice-versa [22]. Thus the formation of
hydride from Zr–H solid solution will result in increase in volume
for the region transforming to hydride and decrease in volume for
rest of the matrix, which is getting depleted of hydrogen. Since the
volume of hydride free region is much larger than the volume of
hydride, the expansion or contraction of the same may influence
the stress field and accommodation energy. However, till now all
the investigations reported in literature [17,20,21] considers the
volume change associated with hydride formation with respect to
zirconium and ignores the volume change in the rest of the region.
In this work for the first time simultaneous simulation of hydride
expansion and matrix contraction and vice-versa has been carried
out. The model was partitioned in two regions, viz., a small plate
shaped region which is transformed to hydride and rest of the
region which is Zr–H solid solution or matrix. Appropriate thermal
expansion coefficients and elasto-plastic properties were assigned
to the region being transformed to hydride and Zr–H solid
solution. In the Leitch and Shi's work [17], the computational
results were applicable to the case of hydride nucleation and
hence only matrix was assigned elasto-plastic properties. In the
present work since growth (expansion) and shrinkage (contrac-
tion) was being simulated, both hydride and matrix were assigned
elasto-plastic properties. The expansion of hydride was simulated
by increasing the temperature of the partitioned region being
transformed to hydride (resulting in increase in volume of the
partitioned region) and simultaneously decreasing the tempera-
ture of the matrix (resulting in decrease in volume of the region
surrounding the partitioned region). The total strain imposed is
equal to the product of thermal expansion coefficient and increase
in the temperature. The contraction of hydride was simulated in
the present investigation by reversing the temperature change
imposed in the previous step to zero for the partitioned region as
well as for the matrix. In doing so, the thermal expansion
coefficients of the respective regions remain unchanged but the
sign of temperature change is reversed resulting in opposite strain
in the respective regions.
3. Computation of stress field

The stress field of δ-hydride in α-Zr single crystal was com-
puted by initial strain method [23]. Transformation of the zirco-
nium hydrogen solid solution into δ-hydride is associated with
about 17% increase in volume [18,19] of the regionwhere a hydride
plate appears. The close packed planes of α-Zr and δ-hydride bear
an orientation relationship of ð111Þδ∥ð0001Þα[18]. The misfit strain
along the hydride plate is designated as e11 and the misfit strain
normal to the hydride platelet is designated as e22 [18]. For all the
computations reported in this work stress free transformation
strain e11 and e22 at 25, 200 and 400 1C as shown in Fig. 2(a) were
used [18,19] to simulate transformation of matrix to hydride. To
simulate the depletion of hydrogen from the matrix during
hydride precipitation or enhanced hydrogen solid solubility during
hydride dissolution the transformation strains reported by MacE-
wen et al. [22] were used. The transformation strain data used in
this work were for Zr–H solid solution containing 100 wppm
deuterium [22] at 25, 200 and 400 1C and are shown in Fig. 2(a).

The body was partitioned into two parts, viz., hydride and
matrix. The phase transformation of zirconium hydrogen solid
solution to hydride was simulated by imposing an incrementally
increased expansion in partitioned region called hydride, which
was assigned with appropriate expansion coefficients [17,20]
(Fig. 2(a)) to achieve the desired volume expansion. The effect of
corresponding depletion of hydrogen from zirconium hydrogen
solid solution due to hydride formation was simulated by impos-
ing an incrementally increased contraction in the partitioned
region called matrix, which was assigned with appropriate expan-
sion coefficients and temperature change [17,20] to achieve the
desired volume contraction [22] resulting from stress free trans-
formation strains shown in Fig. 2(a). Singh et al. [21] reported that
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Fig. 2. Material properties of α-Zr matrix and δ-hydride used in the present investigation. (a) Transformation strains for Zr–H solid solution containing 100 wppm of
hydrogen isotope and δ-hydride and (b) yield strength (YS) and Young's modulus (E) as a function of temperature.
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Fig. 3. The shape of hydride plate embedded in a matrix (shown partially)
considered for the stress field computation is shown schematically. The variation
in stress component S22 and hydrostatic stress along the line OAB1 is shown in
Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The computations were carried out for both fully and
semi-constrained hydride. The unit of length AU is defined as 1/100 of the
distance OB.
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the contribution to accommodation energy of hydrides in Zirco-
nium matrix is mainly due to orthotropic transformation strains of
the hydrides with only a small contribution due to transversely
isotropic elastic constants of hcp zirconium, work-hardening in
hydride and zirconium, and anisotropic flow behaviour of zirco-
nium. Hence in the present work, both matrix and hydride were
modelled as linear elastic and perfectly plastic solids. Both hydride
precipitate and matrix were modelled with identical Young's
modulus as shown in Fig. 2(b). The Poisson's ratio of the hydride
was taken as 0.333 [24] whereas that of the same for hcp Zr-matrix
was taken as 0.342 [25].

The yield strength (YS) of the hydride [24] and that of the
matrix [10] shown in Fig. 2(b) at 25, 200 and 400 1C were used in
the computations. Both matrix and hydride were treated as
isotropic elastic perfectly plastic solids using von Misses' yield
criterion and the associated flow rule [17,20,24]. The ratio of the
largest linear extent of the hydride to that of matrix was 20 [17,21].
The ratio of hydride plate thickness with its diameter was 0.05
[20,21]. Edge biased meshing with finer mesh near the hydride–
matrix interface was considered [21]. A series of computations
with decreasing mesh size ensured the values reported in this
work are mesh size independent. The number of elements in the
model was 8443 and the number of nodes was 25,714.

The shape of the hydride plate considered for this computation
is shown schematically in Fig. 3 and the computations were
carried out for plane strain (PE) and for axi-symmetric (AX) cases.
The unit of length AU is chosen to be 1/100 of the distance OB. The
stress field was computed in two steps. The computations of the
stress field in step 1 simulated precipitation i.e. a growing hydride,
where the desired expansion strains for the hydride and the
contraction strain for the Zr–H solid solution up to maximum
values were incrementally imposed. The computation of stress
field in step 2 simulated dissolution, i.e. a contracting hydride,
where the temperature change imposed in step 1 for both the
partitioned regions called hydride and the matrix were incremen-
tally reversed. It is evident from Fig. 2(b) that above 100 1C the
hydride yield strength is lower than that of matrix, which may
tempt one to think that the stress field of hydride may diminish
with increase in temperature. However, it may be noted that the
stress free transformation strains of hydrides increases with
increase in temperature [19]. It is felt that because of large
dilatation associated with the formation of hydrides, the nature
of constraint imposed on the hydride will govern the stress field
rather than the flow stress of the hydride. A hydride plate
embedded inside the matrix will be fully constrained and hence
a significant proportion of dilatation has to be accommodated
inside the matrix resulting in stress field even for softer hydride.
However, when hydride is precipitating near the surface as in the
case of a hydride blister [26], a softer hydride will not result in
significant stress in the matrix. In order to bring out the influence
of flow stress of hydrides on temperature dependence of the stress
field of hydrides in the matrix surrounding it, the stress field was
computed for both fully constrained and semi-constrained cases in
the present investigation. Due to the two-folded symmetry of the
problem only a quarter (x1≥0, x2≥0) of the body was considered.
The body was assumed to be very large compared to the size of the
hydride. The part that was computed was bound by the segments
x1 ≤R and x2 ≤R, where R was 20 times the major dimension of
the hydride. For the fully constrained case the boundary conditions
were as follows:

U2¼0 along the boundary x2¼0,
U1¼0 along the boundary x1¼0.
For the semi-constrained case the boundary conditions were
U1¼0 along the boundary x1¼0.
S11¼0 along the boundary x1¼0.
Further, for both cases
S12¼0 along the boundary x1¼0 and the boundary x2¼0.
Ui is the displacement along ith direction. The remote boundary

at x1 ¼ R and x2 ¼ R is traction free.
4. Results

Fig. 4 shows the contour plot of the stress component S22 acting
normal to hydride plate (direction x2 shown in Fig. 3). The contour
plots shown in this figure pertain to the plane strain case
computed using material properties at 25 1C (Fig. 4(a) and (b))
and 400 1C (Fig. 4(c) and (d)). It is evident from this figure that the



Fig. 4. Contour plots S22, stress component normal to major hydride plate dimension of (a) expanding (precipitation) and (b) contracting (dissolution) hydride computed for
fully constrained plane strain case using material properties at 25 1C for the hydride plate shape shown schematically in Fig. 3. The corresponding plot obtained using
material properties at 400 1C for (c) expanding (precipitation) and (d) contracting (dissolution) is also shown.
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S22 in the matrix near the tip of the hydride plate (Fig. 4(a) and (c)) for
an expanding hydride is tensile whereas the same for a contracting
hydride is compressive (Fig. 4(b) and (d)). The contour plots of the
stress component S22 near the hydride–matrix interface for the axi-
symmetric case was similar to that obtained for a plane strain case.
Similar results were obtained for the hydrostatic stress variation in
matrix surrounding the hydride plate during expansion and contrac-
tion. Fig. 5 shows the plots of S22 along the line OAB1 (shown in Fig. 3)
parallel to direction x1 for both (a) plane strain and (b) axi-symmetric
cases using material properties at 25, 200 and 400 1C for the fully
constrained case. The axis of symmetry is x1¼0. The values of S22 for
expansion are shown with solid lines whereas those for contraction
are shownwith dashed lines. The magnitude of S22 in the hydride and
in the matrix shown in Fig. 5 for both plane strain and axi-symmetric
cases are similar for expanding as well as for contracting hydride
plates. For the expanding hydride, the S22 component is compressive
within the hydride plate, changes sign across the hydride–matrix
interface and becomes tensile for the matrix near the interface. For a
fully dissolved hydride plate, the S22 component is tensile within the
pre-existing hydride plate, changes sign across the pre-existing
hydride plate and matrix interface and becomes compressive in the
matrix near the pre-existing hydride–matrix interface. For expanding
and fully dissolved hydrides the magnitude of computed values of S22
in the matrix was observed to decay rapidly with increase in distance
from the hydride–matrix interface.

Saint-Venant's principle allow a determination of the less
complicated remote stress distribution that results from the rather
complicated load exerted by the hydride [27]. This may be under-
stood if one considers an analogy with the stress field caused by a
combination of edge dislocations. A single dislocation exerts a
stress field that is proportional to the inverse of the distance (1/r).
For a dislocation dipole with one edge at r¼−ε and one edge at
r¼ε the stress is given by superposition as follows:

1
r−ε

−
1

r þ ε
-

2ε
r2

as
r
ε
-∞;

meaning that the stress decays in proportion to the inverse squared
distance. Similarly it is found that the stress decay in proportion to the
inverse cube of the distance if two counteracting dipoles are super-
imposed [27]. In the plane strain case the dislocation dipole form an
inserted strip that replaces the hydride. The distance ε is scaling with
the distance OB in Fig. 3. At large distances the stresses caused by the
hydride will have the same dependence on the distance as that of the
hydride. In the axi-symmetric case the suggestion is that an inserted
expanding circular disk (the hydride) is viewed as two counteracting
dislocation dipoles.

For the fully constrained case of hydride precipitation, the
stress component normal to the major hydride plate dimension
(cf. Fig. 3) is tensile stress in the matrix located near the tip of the
plate and for the case of the fully dissolved hydride, the corre-
sponding stress component is compressive. The corresponding
plot of hydrostatic stress variation in fully constrained hydride and
matrix is shown in Fig. 6 for (a) plane strain and (b) axi-symmetric
cases. The variations in hydrostatic stress for expansion (solid
lines) and contraction (dashed lines) were similar in nature to the
variation in S22.

It may be pointed out here that the yield strength of hydride at
400 1C is only 50 MPa which is much lower as compared to yield
stress of matrix viz., 270 MPa at 400 1C. However, such a soft
hydride has also exerted a stress in the matrix, which is compar-
able to the yield strength of the matrix in the fully constrained
case. The computed hydrostatic stress variation for the semi-
constrained case obtained using material properties at 25, 200
and 400 1C are shown in Fig. 7. As is evident from this figure the
computed stress field in the matrix during both expansion and
contraction is insignificant as compared to the fully constrained
case at all temperatures. The hydrostatic stress inside hydride is
400 MPa at 25 1C when the hydride is harder than the matrix. As
the temperature increased, the flow stress of the hydride
decreases and the hydrostatic stress in the hydride also decreased.
In the latter case the hydrostatic stress decreased to less than
100 MPa. This confirms that for a given stress free transformation
strain the stress field of hydride is governed predominantly by the
nature of the constraint rather than the flow stress of the hydride.
5. Discussion

It is known that presence of a brittle phase makes the host
matrix brittle which manifests as the reduction in impact and
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fracture toughness. However, for significant reduction in tough-
ness certain minimum volume fraction of embrittling phase is
required. Hydrides are known to be brittle and are reported to
cause embrittlement of Zr-alloys [5]. However, Zr-alloy samples
containing hydrogen in the range 25–170 wppm exhibits a sharp
transition from low energy fracture to high energy fracture with
transition temperatures greater than 150 1C [8,9,12,16]. This type
of temperature dependence of hydrided Zr-alloy has been attrib-
uted to enhanced ductility of matrix and hydrides at temperatures
above 150 1C [5]. It is worth mentioning here that even the
samples containing as high as 170 wppm hydrogen exhibited
impact energy values comparable to unhydrided samples at
240 1C [16]. Since the test temperature of 240 1C was attained by
heating up from ambient, it is expected to contain less than
30 wppm hydrogen in solution and remaining 140 wppm hydro-
gen as hydride [6]. Thus, at 240 1C even the presence of 140 wppm
hydrogen as hydride is not causing any embrittlement in this alloy,
whereas at ambient temperature just 25 wppm of hydrogen (Fig. 1
(a)) causes significant difference in impact behaviour [8].

An attempt will now be made to rationalize the influence of
hydride on the temperature dependence of impact energy and
fracture toughness of this material. Gross tensile ductility of Zr–2.5
Nb alloy reported by Singh et. al. [10] appears to be decreasing
marginally with increase in temperature in the temperature range
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of 25–300 1C. Puls et al. [24] had summarized the temperature
dependence of yield strength of solid zirconium hydride reported
in literature. Though large scatter is observed between the yield
strength values of δ-ZrH(1+x) reported in literature, the latter was
observed to decrease with increase in temperature [24]. Simpson
and Cann [11] have reported fracture toughness of δ-hydride
(obtained by hydriding Zr–2.5 Nb alloy) and the same was shown
to be exhibiting brittle failure even at temperature up to 300 1C.
Thus limited increase in tensile ductility of matrix [10] and brittle
behaviour of hydride [11] in temperature range of 25–300 1C,
cannot explain the sharp transition in temperature dependence
of impact and fracture toughness of this material.

It is well-known that microstructure of the material governs its
material properties. The microstructural parameters such as grain
size, second phase volume fraction, dislocation density, and
texture are reported to affect mechanical properties. However, a
close look at Fig. 1(a) shows that a drastic change in impact
behaviour is observed with a rise of 50 1C in temperature.
Similarly, the fracture behaviour changes significantly with an
increase of 100 1C in temperature. With a change of 50–100 1C in
temperature none of the microstructural parameters listed above
are likely to change resulting in such a significant change in impact
and fracture behaviour. It is felt that the state of stress is
dependent on the tendency of hydride to expand or contract and
whether hydride is fully constrained or semi-constrained. The
hydride plate will expand during cooling while it will contract
during heating. Incidentally for both impact and fracture tough-
ness tests the test temperatures are attained by heating the
samples from ambient to the desired test temperatures. Hence
as the test temperature is increased the hydrides will contract. The
variation in the stress component S22 in the hydride and matrix
surrounding it for expanding (solid lines—expansion) and con-
tracting (dashed lines—contraction) hydride is shown in Fig. 5 for
fully constrained case. The terminal solid solubility of hydrogen in
Zr-alloys exhibits an Arrhenius type relationship, with solid
solubility increasing with increase in temperature. Thus as the
temperature is increased a pre-existing hydride plate will start
dissolving partially. The plots of S22 for partially dissolving hydride
along a line passing though OAB1 parallel to direction 1 (Fig. 3) for
both the (a) plane strain and (b) axi-symmetric fully constrained
cases is shown in Fig. 8. The computations were carried out for
different degree of hydride dissolution using material properties at
400 1C (Fig. 2). It is evident that for a partially dissolved hydride
case, the hydride is still under compressive stress, the matrix just
in the vicinity of hydride–matrix interface is under very large
compressive stress and the matrix beyond this region is under
tensile stress. As the degree of dissolution increases the magnitude
of compressive stress in the hydride decreases and the magnitude
of compressive stress in the vicinity of matrix–hydride interface
remain unchanged but the width of this zone became wider and
the tensile stress in the matrix beyond this region decreased. The
deviatoric stresses in the matrix near the hydride–matrix interface
are large enough to cause plastic deformation, as a result of which
the magnitude of stress remains practically constant. With further
increase in the degree of deformation the region under plastic
deformation becomes wider. This behaviour is similar to a crack
loaded in tension in an elasto-plastic material, where increase of
stress intensity factor results in increase of plastic zone size but
the maximum stress remains unchanged. The plots of S22 obtained
using material properties at 25 and 200 1C were similar. Thus both
a partially dissolved hydride and matrix under compressive stress
will imply that embrittlement effect of hydride is lost as it starts
dissolving in the matrix, which is a key result of this investigation.

The externally applied stress will get modified due to the stress
field of hydride. A tensile stress component (Fig. 5) existing in the
matrix near the hydride–matrix interface during expansion will
facilitate crack growth through the matrix while the compressive
stress component (Fig. 8) in the matrix near the hydride–matrix
interface during contraction will make crack growth through the
matrix difficult. Thus the stress field of partially dissolving (con-
tracting) hydride may probably be responsible for the restoration
of toughness of this alloy above 150 1C.

It will be interesting to evaluate the influence of hydride on
toughness of this alloy by approaching the test temperature from a
peak temperature during cooling. Though to the best of our
knowledge no such results have been reported, during delayed
hydride cracking (DHC) tests [28,29], the test temperature is
attained by cooling from a peak temperature. During DHC test
crack growth does occur through hydride–matrix composite at
least up to a temperature of 283 1C, thereby suggesting that this
alloy is susceptible to HE at temperatures between 150 and 283 1C
when test temperature is attained by cooling from a peak
temperature.
6. Conclusions

A Finite element method was used to compute the stress field
for expanding (precipitation) and contracting (dissolution) hydride
for fully constrained and semi-constrained cases using material
property of hydride and matrix at 25, 200 and 400 1C. Simulta-
neous hydride expansion and matrix contraction and vice-versa
were carried out in order to simulate hydride precipitation and
dissolution, respectively. It was observed that the stress field is
predominantly governed by the nature of constraint on hydride
rather that the flow stresses of hydride. The stress component in
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the matrix acting normal to a hydride plate near the hydride–
matrix interface during expansion was tensile while the same for a
partially dissolving hydride was compressive for the fully con-
strained case not only at 25 1C where hydride is harder than
matrix but also at 200 and 400 1C where hydride is much softer
than matrix. The compressive stress field of a partially contracting
hydride plate will modify the externally applied stress and may
prevent the crack growth through matrix and thereby enhancing
the resistance to hydride embrittlement of this alloy above 150 1C
when test temperature is approached by heating from a lower
temperature.
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